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Tb. ~~lar~ Victor C~~~sny’. Report R .28~O-293l baa previoua31y~~ropos.d
the ~~~~P pal. . c~~~~ ssicn techniqus as ecst sdaquat.ly resolving
detection rang., classification ath range rats probl~~s for search

This report qual.itativsl~ evaluates the eff.cts Of propagation non-
lirwarities and Preansl ions target scattering interferenc, on CHIRP
rs.olution. Cc~~~riaans are d. to a B~~~Z abort pulse train syatea.br .qusl resolution, both techniques require_equal. bandwidths and
~ 4 4  1 ~~ spectral ~~~1(tiads distributions . B1~~~ resolves sigt -~I - —

fros diffarent range celia by ~~ss• or ti~~ diff erence .lei~.; CHIRP
~~ both t1 and frsqusucy. Propagation nOn _l(r ,.~itiea cause a (

~11~~coherenc. ic.s and resolution bro~d~ning. Scattering is a 11i~~~~
proc.... CRIPP resolves overlapping long puls. echoes ~~~~

‘ super-
- 

position Of t1a.-freqi ~~ q ss~~rated .4gn.i.~~
It i. con’~1~i1e4 that ~~~~P pr.v id.. resolution equiva lent to Bt~~~for a given sonar bandwidth. ~~~~ P p.rait.~l~~~~s. of a long, low
data rate, detection puls.. In addition, the coherent integration ~~ ~~~~~~a CHIRP .yst~~ provide, a greater target detection range
than can he acbi ved vith the zion-coherent integrstion’~~~~ ‘~yed in~ ~~ - ~ /
a BL~~~ .ystea, for th. same average power . CRIB ? siso per~ita ‘~~s~ —
£wJv .]. of range rsts ~~ triggering th. classification disp3.~ ’r sweep
at receipt Of the first e~~~ .ss.d CHTPP echo •
‘The ?~~1~~ Yictcc Cc~~~~y continus. to reor .u~i ~~~~P for 1-~s.ificstion
~~~ing detection.
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1. fl~ BODLCTI~ I

~ advantages of pulse conpreesion techniques for radar
applications have been veil verified experimentally. This
contractor has proposed that pulse conpres sion techniques
be .~~loyed to alleviate the problem of classification
during detection Lu sonar .qui~~~nt.

Scme concern has bean expressed about the effects of the
ishoing characteristics of sonar targets and the medium
of pr. s atien. 

- - 
- 

-

This report is a q~alitative evaluation of the performence
expected fron a CHIRP ~~pe sonar system as c~~~sred to one
~~~ 1e~v~ng ~~~~ type short pulse transmission Of equal
average power.

The characteristics that are evaluated are the effects of
axtrauseus ~~~ e ttspersisn (ncn..linear ftmcti~via3. relation-

betesan base and frequency), spectral a~~l1tnde
mei tiag~ and targets coaposed of a number of scatterer e.

It is. as.~~sd that the medium or target will not ~thibit - - :

•tr~~icsnt .non-lj.neari ties (e.g., attenuation not constant
with a(gp~l strength , reflectio n power not proportional to
incident paver, etc.) that would generate spectral cross
products. The. principle of linear superposition is assumed
valid for th. purposes of this report. ,

2. ~~~ CHUP~~~ i~~
J igur. ~

]. is a block diegrem of the transfer tumcticns
aesussd for a CHIRP system. Th transfer functions
rep resent: (1) the dispersive filter that gi”.rs tes
the transmitted ~~~~~~~ (2) the effect of the di.um
on spectral .q~lit~~e, phase slope and pbue dispersion;
(3) th. receiver s inverse filtsr; and (ii ) the receiver ’s

• filter for fre~~~ cy v.i~~ting.

a

• _
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~B(~~)i~~~~~~~ F j i r j

AS$T1~ D CHIRP ~z~~~~ ’S TRAKSP~~ PY.~~TION

- pig~~~~i

2. ~~~ CHIRP S!S~~ 1 - Continued

a. The Transmitted Si~~j l

The characteristics of the input sign*.1 and dispersive
filter generat. a lthsar1 ~r freque ncy modulated tr ans-
mitted sigp&l with approximte1~y rectangular spectral
and te~~oral functiai~ for large compression ratios .
Th. spectral width of the CHIRP si gn al is inver sely
proportional to the temporal. resolution, after con-
pressian. For .‘~~pl., 2 ma temporal resolut ion
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requires 500 cycle bandwidth. The product of the
width of the tr~.n~~itt ed signal ’s spectrum and
duration in time is approximately equal to the
compression ratio . For example, a CRIBPed 500
cycle band, 35 ~a long signal, baa a compression
ratio of approxi mately 17.

During the t~~~ of tr~n~~~as ion , the frequency
modulated tr~nnmitted signal can be represented

~~~~~~~~~~

The term e baa inatanta~eeua frequen~cy ~~~ ~. • L
so that~~~~ f. nd, e J ( 4)_ e~

L!
~~

Since the Fourier transform, - 
- - .

F/~L~ (~) 
~/ 2~~�~
] 

= 
-

the non-linear functional relationship between
the phase of the argtment and frequency is

j
4

The desired CHIRPed tr*n~~4tted waveform can be
- - • 

appr sximately pynthesized passively by a. uniform
spectr~Z, generated by a unit impulse, whose phase

- versus frequ.n ~ r cI~ar~çteria tic has been non_1(r~.~~ized
by ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 

-

k These requirements ar e satisfied
by the network in Figure 2.

PAS$IV* GZUMTI~~ ~~~
‘ TRA1aI~~ 8IGH*L
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The width of the rectang ular function is determined
by the index of tr.~uency modulation generated by a
finite bandwidth.

b. The Received Signal

The received signal encounters propagation delay in
the asd~um 80 that it is of the form of ‘~ -i~ , where

• e,.t4’) represents the transmitted ~igna].

Since, - - -
-J2~~~~~1~~~~

.
()

where y - f-f 0
5-

• Thia s’gnal is passed through a f ilter whose phase
• ckzare ~cteri3tic is the inverse of that employed. far

generating. the•. tr~n~mitted signal . The f ilter - re-
moves the phase dispersion genera ted in the tra r.s-
mitter so that the spectr um at its output is,

e
The output signal as a function of t ine, is the Four ier
transform of this equation . The tra nsformation can be
accomplished by successive substitutions of t ransfo rm
relationships. 

-

Since, 
-

• 

~~~~ ~~2ff~~ 2~~~~~~~)

-. 
=

ThX out~ xt ’si-grs-l is an amplitude modulated carrier
vbsse peak valu, occurs at a time equal to the pro-
pagetion delay encountered in the dium. The duration
Of the filtered puls. is inversel.y proportional to the
tran itted bandwidth.

I
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The sine function has the narrowest pulse width• that can be achieved with a given bandwidth, but
baa relatively high side lobe level . It is co~~~n
to employ additional spectral shaping to reduce the
side lobe level with a resultant widening of the
pulse.

3. THE~ BURST SYS~~ 4

A BURST short pulse train sonar system, with the same range
resolution and average power propagates a spectrum of

• approximat.ly the same width but with a linear function al
relationship between phase and frequency. If the medium
and the target do not generate a non-Linear phase char acter-
iatie, or thkr.ge the relative amplitudes of itø spectral
components, - the received signal will be of the eeme form-
as the trRnRmitted signal , for a point scatterer , and its
peak value will occur at a t ime dete rmined by the delay it

• has encountered during propagation .

li. CHIRP V~RSt~ BURST

a. Propagation -

Any phase dispersion encountered in the medium sheuld
have the ssr~e effect on the similar s ectrt~~ content
of a CHIRP or short pulse BURST sonar. This medium
dispersion should be of the same magnitude at the
outputs of both systems and generate the same broadening

• of the output pulse due to loss of coherence .

The non-linear phase component of the transmitted CHIRP
signal is removed by the receiver matched filter. Its

• output spectrum contains the same phase components that
appear at the output of the BURST short pulse system.
In both eases, the linear phase component determines
when the peak ef the output al-gna1- occurs in time.
The non-linear pha se distortion encountered in the

• 
• medium will occur at both o~xtpat and, generate the

same aperture ‘widening . - -

The spectral weighting that is performed at the output 
- -

of a CHIRP system results in appro~~~~tely the same• effectiv , overall spectrum shape as for a conventional
short pulse system. For a linear process , the spectral

• diatsrtiozi encountered in the medium should have
appro~~~~t.ly the same effect in both cases .

The effect of the addition of the spectral components of
the received s tgn .L 1~ in both eases is to gener ate spatial
apertures whose widths and shapes are functions of the
widths and shspes of the effective system’s spectrs~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The overa ll system transfer chara cteristics
should be approximately the same in both cases.
It follows that their receiver outp ut spatial
apertures should be 31~Ii1Ar . -

b. Submarine Highli~bt Scattering

Interfering signals are received from target s
that are composed of a number of discrete
scatterers spaced by many wave lengths in the
sonar ’s range dimension . The seine phenomenon is
e~~ibited by ta rget8 with continuous surfaces
and physical din~~ siona of mamy wave lengths .
The magnitude and phase of the received signAl
are a function of the frequency of the iiiinn1n~ ting
signal.

The longer transmitted CHIRP L5e will ill~mW~ate
a larger range increment than a BURST short pulse .
The fact that the longer tra nsmitted ~uise will
encompass more acatte rers, whose signAl g viii inter-
fere , should not effect its overa ll performance . A
BURST short pulse system separates the echoes from
scatterers spaced by distances greater than a range
resolution cell in the time domain. The same
separation is achieved in a CHIRP system in ‘both
the t ime and frequency domain.

The spectr um of sigr~-l a received from different
range cells in a BURST system differ only in phase.
Their separation can only be accomplished in the time
d~~ain . The signAls received from a particular range
cell in a CHIR P system have a functional relationship
between their time of occur rence and frequency. For
ideal conditions, the proper frequency versus time
relationship required for the a ign.-’l a at the outp ut
of the receiver ’s filter to add in phase, at any
particular time, can only be generated for signals
c~ ”1~ g from the correspondi ng ran ge cell. The linear
data processing technique employed in a CHIRP system
provides for the separability of the components to
prevent the interference of signala from different
range cells.

The CHIRP trar ~*mitter filter ’s phase characteristics ,
frequency modulate an amplitude modulated stgnal to
generate a longer pulse , for the s~~~ spectral band-

• width as the Bt.~~~ . The CHIRP receiver filter removes
the frequency modulation to perform the inverse operation .
The echo from an individual scatterer has a duration
determined by the system ’s everall resolution . The

• precess is assumed linear . The echo for a complex

R-2850-3003 
-
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target is the superpositi on of the responses for
the separ ate scatterer s, or Fresnei. zones on
the surfaces . The proc essed CHIRP signal re-
solution should be the same as for a BURST short
pulse system with the same resolution .

I

I


